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ABSTRACT

With the proliferation of wireless data networks, there is an increasing interest in carrying multimedia over wireless networks using portable devices such as laptops and personal digital assistants. Mobility gives rise to the need for handoff schemes between wireless access points. In this chapter, we demonstrate the effectiveness of transport layer handoff schemes for multimedia transmission, and compare with Mobile IP, the network layer-based industry standard handoff scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile computers such as personal digital assistants (PDA) and laptop computers with multiple network interfaces are becoming very common. Many of the applications that run on a mobile computer involve multimedia, such as video conferencing, audio conferencing, watching live movies, sports, and so forth. This chapter deals with multimedia communication in mobile wireless devices, and, in particular, concentrates on the effect of mobility on streaming multimedia in wireless networks.

Streaming multimedia over wireless networks is a challenging task. Extensive research has been carried out to ensure a smooth and uninterrupted multimedia transmission to a mobile host (MH) over wireless media. The current research thrust is to ensure an uninterrupted multimedia transmission when the MH moves between networks or subnets. Ensuring uninterrupted multimedia transmission during handoff is challenging because the MH is already receiving multimedia from the network to which it is connected; when it moves into another network, it needs to break the connection with the old network and establish a connection with the new network. Figure 1 shows an MH connected to Wireless Network
1; when it moves, it has to make a connection with the new network, say Wireless Network 2. The re-establishment of a new connection takes a considerable amount of time, resulting in the possibility of interruption and resulting loss of multimedia.

The current TCP/IP network infrastructure was not designed for mobility. It does not support handoff between IP networks. For example, a device running a real-time application, such as video conference, cannot play smoothly when the user hands off from one wireless IP network to another, resulting in unsatisfactory performance to the user.

Mobile IP (MIP) (Perkins, 1996), from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), addresses

![Figure 1. Illustration of handoff with mobile node connected to Wireless Network 1](image-url)
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